Sixth Form
Enrichment

SIXTH FORM ENRICHMENT
Sixth Form Enrichment is a compulsory course for all Sixth Formers at KEHS. It is designed to
go beyond the realms of the examined curriculum and stimulate students’ interests, in both
an academic and practical sense.
This booklet provides information about the Sixth Form Enrichment course in 2019-20.
Mr Jarvis
Head of Sixth Form Enrichment

The Aims of Sixth Form Enrichment are:
•

To prepare students for the next step, be it in education or working life

•

To promote exploration of extra-curricular academic or non-academic interests

•

To promote and champion students’ awareness:
o politically
o socially
o culturally
o personally

The Sixth Form Enrichment course comprises three areas:
•

Lower Sixth Enrichment lessons

•

Upper Sixth Academic Lecture Series

•

Friday Afternoon Activities
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Lower Sixth Enrichment
Lower Sixth Enrichment lessons are delivered every Tuesday, periods 4&5. Students opt into
three out of five courses, which rotate. Teachers deliver courses that are of particular
interest to them and are designed to stimulate interesting (and maybe controversial) open
debate, alongside discovery of areas of learning not covered in the students’ main examined
curriculum. Many courses follow current events and students are encouraged to keep
abreast of what is happening in the world around them in order to fully engage with these
sessions.
The courses in 2019-20 are:
Current Affairs in Science and Technology
Social Taboos, Prejudice and Discrimination
Politics
The Next Step
Culture

Mrs Whitehead
Mr Jarvis
Dr Limm
Mrs Quigley
Mrs Coetzee

Visiting Speakers
In addition to these taught courses, the Lower Sixth course includes some talks from visiting
speakers. These are designed to inspire interest in various extra-curricular topics or prepare
students for the next step after school.
In 2019-20, the visiting speakers include:
10th September 2019 Study Skills Workshops
24th March 2020
Bob Tait
th
19 May 2020
Emma Cole

Effective study and revision strategies
Drugs
Positive Voice for HIV

During the Summer Term, some time will also be spent learning about UCAS, the university
application procedure, and help choosing a degree course or another route after students
finish school.
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Upper Sixth Academic Lecture Series
The Upper Sixth Academic Lecture Series is a fantastic opportunity for students to hear from
some of the region’s (and the country’s) leading academics on a variety of topics that go
well beyond the curriculum. Whether or not the topics align with students’ A level study, all
speakers have designed their talks to appeal to everyone regardless of academic preference,
so there will be something to be learned from every talk.
Following these talks, students have the opportunity to ask questions, and perhaps even
follow up with email correspondence with the visitor, if their interest has been peaked.
Lectures scheduled for the 2019-20 series are:
Quantum Technologies
Perfect Me: Beauty as an Ethical Ideal
Gravitational Waves
How to Rig an Election – Lessons from 10 Years Working in the Field
Modern Women Writers’ Responses to Homer
Criminal Law

Prof. Kai Bongs
Prof. Heather Widdows
Prof. Alberto Vecchio
Prof. Nic Cheeseman
Dr Eleanor Theodorakopoulos

Russell Robinson

In addition to these, several PDM (Personal Decision Making) related lectures will help
prepare students for the next step, and consider personal or social themes. Lectures in this
vain for 2019-20 are:
• Get Clued Up
• The Big Leap

Student Savvy
Allison Havey (RAP Project)

All of these lectures are compulsory for all students, including those taking an EPQ.

Level 3 Extended Project Qualification (EPQ)
In the Sixth Form, students have the opportunity to embark upon a Level 3 EPQ. This is a
very well regarded qualification that is equivalent to about half an A Level. It requires a large
amount of commitment and independent study, but is excellent preparation for the sort of
work students have to do at university.
It is recommended that students spend 120 hours working on their project, which is
submitted at the end of the Spring Term. If they choose this option, they will be supervised
by a teacher at school who will guide them through the process, but the work is very much
their own. They must still attend academic lectures, but on Wednesday mornings when
there aren’t lectures on, they work on their project alone, or meet with their supervisor.
Anyone interested should talk to Dr Limm.
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FRIDAY AFTERNOONS at KEHS
Every Sixth Former participates in Friday Afternoon Activities at KEHS. Students can
choose from a large range of interesting and exciting extra-curricular activities to pursue
either for one, two or all three terms of the academic year.
Details of all available blocks for 2019-20 are listed here, as well as the timings and staff
who deliver the sessions.
Community Service
Community Service is your opportunity to give back to the community in which you live. Volunteer
to work at a care home, primary school, or other community venue on a Friday afternoon and gain
valuable life experience and skills applicable to many different careers.
Girls who go on CS placements often find it the most rewarding thing they spend their time at KEHS
doing, so don’t miss this opportunity to really make a difference to real people.
Staff: Various at placement destination
Time: 1.00 (leave KEHS) - 3.20pm (finish at placement)
Length: 1 term
Prior knowledge: None!
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: None!

Outreach
Take part in one of the most popular and rewarding Friday afternoon activities, working weekly with
the primary school children who come to KEHS to experience exciting subjects that make a huge
difference to their learning. Led by KEHS staff with many years’ experience (as they keep wanting to
do it again each year!), primary outreach is fun, challenging, and extremely rewarding.
You will be assigned a subject, usually in pairs, usually based on
your own strengths (though this doesn’t actually matter, in
practice). You will then assist the teacher and the staff from the
primary school who escort the children, in delivering fun,
engaging and exciting lessons for them. A great experience for
anyone interested in work, of any sort, with young children.
Staff: Mr Kavanagh, Dr Chatwin, Mme Marquette, Sra Atkins, Mr
Hopkinson
Time: 1.15 - 3.20pm
Length: 1 term
Prior knowledge: None!
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: None!
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Food Studies
Learn essential skills working with food! Prepare
yourself for university life! Or just follow your
passion for cooking.
Back by popular demand, Food Studies returns to the
Friday afternoon programme!
Staff: Mrs Anderson
Time: 1:30-3.20pm
Length: 1 term
Prior knowledge: None
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: None
First Aid
The Emergency First Aid at Work Level 3 course is a
Nationally recognised qualification and satisfies the
requirements of the regulatory body for first Aid –
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
What is the content of the course?
The syllabus includes a range of subjects including:
• First Aid responsibilities
• Accident reporting
• Dealing with an unresponsive casualty including Infant, Junior and Adult
• Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
• Instruction on how and when to use a Defibrillator
• Recovery position
• Recognising Anaphylaxis and how to help a casualty use their Epipen.
• Minor Injuries, choking, seizures, bleeding, burns and broken bones
• What we should and shouldn’t keep in our first aid kits
What do I need to do? At the end of the course, all learners must be able to satisfy the Instructor
that they have the skills and knowledge to carry out first aid requirements.
What is the assessment criteria? Ongoing assessment throughout the course including practical
assessment, written questions, oral questions, and role play.
Will I get a Certificate? A Nationally recognised certificate including a card for your purse will be
awarded to successful learners on completion of the course Level 3
Will I get any information about what I am learning? An invaluable comprehensive First Aid book
will be given to all learners to take home for future reference.
Who is this course for? This course is for anyone who would like to learn the skills of First Aid
including Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) How to use a De Fibrillator and how to promote and
save a life.
How many learners will be on this course? Maximum of 12 learners
Staff: Annie Conway Petr
Time: 1.30 - 3.20pm
Length: 4 or 6 weeks (depends on term – all sessions must be attended in order to complete the
course)
Prior knowledge: None!
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: None!
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Practical Theatre (Stage Crew)
Choosing Stage Crew for your Friday blocks gives you a
fabulous opportunity to help stage the hugely
successful productions at KES and KEHS. Working with
students from KES you will have the option of working
in costume, scenic art, lighting, sound, props,
construction, publicity or stage management.
In costume and props you will help to source, create,
design and fit all the costumes and personal for Senior,
Junior and Dance Production. These departments give
you the opportunity to work backstage on the nights
of the productions and see how the magic happens
from behind the scenes!
Scenic Art offers anybody with an artistic eye and flair
for design the opportunity to create and realise
fantastic set designs for the varied productions.
For those of you interested in woodwork and construction you can opt to help build the structures
used for the sets, a great opportunity to develop lifelong skills in woodwork and technology.
If you’re into media and film technology then publicity is the choice for you, you will create adverts,
film live feeds and develop any footage needed in shows.
If you choose lighting and sound then you will work
alongside our talented technicians creating and
plotting all the light and sound cues for the shows,
this requires a creative and technical mind and
offers a fascinating insight into theatrical
technology.
Stage management is for those of you who are
organised and willing to help; who want to be a
large part in the smooth running of the
performances, running the backstage area and
communicating between front of house and
backstage is an integral part of performance success and stage managers are key in this role.
Stage Crew is an incredibly important part of the success of the productions at KES and KEHS and as
you can see, there is an opportunity for everyone and plenty of life skills to learn, it is also a great
opportunity to mix with students from KES and to make lifelong friends.
Staff: Ms Proops, Mrs Waites and staff from KES
Time: 1.30 - 3.20pm
Length: Whole year
Prior knowledge: None!
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: Significant commitment to various drama productions
throughout the year required in terms of preparation and carrying out productions themselves.
More details are available from the Drama department, or at the first session in September.
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Child Development
This course is for anyone who likes children – or dislikes them,
thinks that she will have children (probably not imminently),
whose friends may have children, who plans to work with
children (this applies to medics ) or who has been a child
herself.
The course is about babies and children from conception to
teenager and looks at physical, emotional and academic
development as well as parenting skills. A baby almost always
makes a guest appearance. The course is tailored slightly for
the needs of the group, lasting one term. There is no extra
time commitment and there will be no certificate issued at the
end of the course. The course should make participants consider the idea that there is life outside
examinations.
Staff: Mrs Moule
Time: 2.00pm - 3.20pm
Length: 1 term
Prior knowledge: None!
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: None!
Photography
This is an opportunity to enhance your photography
and learn photography skills. Students will be
studying digital photography. As a consequence they
will learn about many aspects of photography, but
especially the ability to work an SLR digital camera
and its features. The course is generally tailored to
the individual needs of a student. Classes will have an
in depth look at portraiture, still life, textures,
specialist lighting, landscape photography and
various other themes. There is also a constant
opportunity to learn about ‘on location photography’ with trips to Winterborne House and Gardens
and the Lapworth geology museum at Birmingham University. Through all of these things, students
will learn how to compose and create excellent photographs, as well as team building skills.
There is also scope to learn about editing techniques using Photoshop, where students will learn
cropping skills, enhancement techniques and special effects. Further to this there will be the
opportunity to learn about the history of photography and the practicalities of how to create a
beautiful picture. Students are welcome to take photographs in their own time and bring them in for
discussion and guidance. Portfolio reviews are welcome at any time. However, it is not essential for
students to take photographs in their own time. Just taking photographs during the lesson is
normally what people do.
Staff: Mr MacKinnon
Time: 1.50pm - 3.20pm
Length: 1 term
Prior knowledge: None!
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: None!
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Climbing
Experience indoor climbing at one of the many world class Birmingham venues. Receive instruction
from qualified climbing instructors, and enjoy one of the fastest growing sports in the UK. All
equipment provided; no need for any prior experience!
Climbers will be required to leave KEHS during
lunchtime, and will finish at about 3.15pm at the
climbing centre.
Staff: External instructors
Time: 1.15pm (leave KEHS) to 3.15pm
Length: 1 term
Prior knowledge: None!
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: None!
Design Technology
Design Technology is your opportunity to get
hands-on with various skills from working with
resistant materials, to Computer Aided Design
and electronics. Learn new skills and produce
your very own project by the end of the course.
You will spend eight weeks working towards this
very tangible, useful product. Pass it on as a gift
or keep it for yourself!
Staff: Mr Howard
Time: 2.00-3.20pm
Length: 1 term
Prior knowledge: None needed!
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: None!
Lifeguarding
Work towards you NPLQ (National Pool Lifeguard
Qualification) with our qualified lifeguarding coach, right
here at KEHS. The course will be a combination of lifesaving
and first aid skills and therefore your swimming ability will be
required to be assessed at the commencement of the course.
You will gain a professional qualification where you can earn
money by working as a lifeguard at our school pool or a
local/national pool. The sessions last for two hours from
1.30pm-3.30pm on Fridays for two terms. Extra training
hours may be required and Final Assessment is in Easter
2019. The qualification requires to be renewed within two years upon completion of twenty hours
on-going training.
Staff: Rose Link
Time: 1.30-3.30pm
Length: 2 terms
Prior knowledge: Strong swimming ability (assessed prior to start of course)
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: Possible catch-up sessions to complete training,
assessment perhaps at a weekend in the Spring term.
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High Profile
Do you enjoy writing? Do you enjoy carrying out research? Have you recently undertaken a Level
Three Project? Do you want to showcase your research in a high quality Features magazine? Would
you like to develop your skills as a journalist and editor? If the answer to any of the questions is yes,
then High Profile may be the option for you.
This magazine will certainly get you noticed! We hand out copies of High Profile to prospective
parents on all Open Days, so it plays a crucial role in marketing the school. It’s also a good way to
enhance your UCAS applications! However, you need to enjoy research and writing as well as
working in small groups. Recent articles have focused on Smartphone Addiction, Theatre through
the Ages, the Shanghai Maglev Train, the mystery of Stonehenge, the terracotta warriors, the
anarchist Internet, Esperanto, History’s forgotten women, Shakespeare’s plays, Leonard Susskind,
the United Nations, Etymology, the psychology of hacking, stigma, the Post War American South and
the role of the Royal Family in 21st Century Britain.
You can access the last two editions on the school website:
https://www.kehs.org.uk/academic/on-line-learning
Staff: Ms Pallister
Time: 2.00-3.20pm
Length: 1 term
Prior knowledge: Fluent writing style
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: None necessarily, unless
catch-up required towards publication date.

Phoenix
Be part of the team who produce the stunning editions of KEHS’ very own student magazine:
Phoenix. These fabulously, originally and artistically designed glossy publications are of a
professional standard and include everything from interviews with teachers, to reviews of events
during the year, to fun games, quizzes and more! The content and design is down to you and your
committed team, under the experienced eye of Mrs Britton.
The team will need a variety of skills across its member, from an artistic
and creative eye for design, to budding photographers, to journalists
and interviewers.
Staff: Mrs Britton
Time: 1.30-3.20pm
Length: Whole year
Prior knowledge: Good organisation and commitment!
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: Pressure increases towards
time of publication (end of the academic year, as the magazine goes
out to students on the last day of the Summer Term)
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The Engineering Education Scheme
The Engineering Education Scheme is a six month real-life engineering project working with a local
company. It is a fantastic opportunity to get some engineering experience with professionals,
develop technical skills, and experience how university life might look for engineering students. It
takes 2-3 hours per week plus a 2-3 day workshop at the end of the Autumn term and a Celebration
and Assessment day at the start of the Summer term.
Requirements:
You should be studying Mathematics and preferably Physics as well at A level. You should also have
a genuine interest in science, engineering or technology, or a serious desire to discover more about
it, and be able to work effectively as part of a team.
What do I have to contribute?
The project will require about 100 hours from you in total, which works out about 2-3 hours a week,
in addition to the time spent at the university Residential Workshop.
What will I get from taking part?
• Hands-on work experience as part of a team and the opportunity to work on a problem that
is relevant to a local business (we have been working with Arup for a number of years)
• Use of the university's facilities to develop, build and test solutions to the problem
• The opportunity to develop technical skills and see school physics, chemistry, technology
etc. applied in a real working environment
• Experience university life and gain a greater awareness of possible career opportunities
• The opportunity to meet professional and graduate engineers, scientists and technologists
and find out what their careers are really like
• Exposure to a variety of engineering projects, highlighting the multi-disciplinary nature of
engineering
•
A highly significant contribution to include in university applications and any future job
applications
•
Experience of teamwork, interviews, presentations, project management and writing
technical reports (the report deadline is the end of March, and the Celebration and
Assessment Day, where you make a verbal presentation and take questions at your display
stand, is at the end of April / start of May)
• Contribution to the Duke of Edinburgh Award skills section
• EES national certificate
• Opportunity to apply for BA Crest Award at
Gold Standard (80% of EES students are
successful, including all of the KEHS students
that I have worked with so far!)

This is the team and their mentors from 2017-2018 at
the Celebration and Assessment Day. They made most
of the model in front of them at the Residential
Workshop.
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Young Enterprise
Calling all potential entrepreneurs! Have a go at setting up your own official company. The Young
Enterprise Scheme offers you this opportunity. Along with up to 11 others you will be part of a
company board of directors. You all get to decide what product or service you want to sell. You then
set about making this happen. The group will divide up the business roles so you could take on roles
such as Marketing Director or Finance Director. You will be provided with a business advisor who
will help you manage your business and you get to keep most of the profits. At the end of the
scheme you will enter the Young Enterprise competition where you will compete against other
schools for the title of company of the year. The competition involves writing a company report,
setting up a trade stall and presenting to judges. If you win the regional heats then you will go to
London to compete in the national final. This is a very high profile event and you will meet some high
profile business leaders.
Along with an advisor, the scheme will provide opportunities for you to sell your product at trade
fairs in the Bull Ring Birmingham, Touchwood in Solihull and the shopping centre in Stratford. There
are prizes for best stall, best customer service and best product at these events.
If you are interested in careers such as business management, finance and accountancy, marketing
or personal management, this will provide you with a real insight into how businesses operate and
what makes a successful entrepreneur. However it doesn’t matter what your career aspirations are,
most students really enjoy the experience of a team activity such as this and some companies in the
past have made substantial profits.
Staff: Mrs Sangha
Time: 2.00-3.20pm (plus weekly meeting with business advisor)
Length: Whole year
Prior knowledge: None, but entrepreneurial aspirations will help!
Commitment beyond Friday afternoons: Weekly meeting with business advisor and other events at
weekends as necessary – this activity requires real commitment.
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